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CCGPU Land Use Alternatives Workshop - Group 1
This Padlet was used for feedback, questions, and comments during the breakout group discussions for the 
Culver City General Plan Update (CCGPU) Land Use Alternatives Workshop on April 29, 2021.

※※※※※※

What are your general
impressions of the alternatives?

What is your vision for the City's
residential neighborhoods?

ANONYMOUS

R-1 lots not ef�ent for growth

What is your vision for the City's 
commercial corridors?

ANONYMOUS

Parking lots should be better used

What is your vision for the City's 
industrial areas?

Anything else you would like to
share or discuss about land use?

ANONYMOUS

Use the oil�elds as an opportunity



CCGPU Land Use Alternatives Workshop - Group 2
This Padlet was used for feedback, questions, and comments during the breakout group discussions for the 
Culver City General Plan Update (CCGPU) Land Use Alternatives Workshop on April 29, 2021.

What are your general
impressions of the alternatives?

ANONYMOUS 

no mention of affordable housing, who owns 
the new buildings

ANONYMOUS 

where can people buy? not just renters, how 
are we allowing for people to break into 
homeownership

ANONYMOUS 

those 3 options aren't good; they don't 
preserve the R2 neighborhoods

ANONYMOUS 

increasing density on our older multi-family 
neighborhoods

ANONYMOUS

developers are killing the neighborhood

Why in the Concentrate Growth option isn't there consideration of
signi�cantly increasing high limits on aging existing multifamily

housing? That's an option that doesn't appear to be even considered
2/3rds of the RHNA goal could be met by adding just 5 units to

existing multifamily. There would be so much more acceptance of
that. ― ANONYMOUS

What is your vision for the City's
residential neighborhoods?

ANONYMOUS

Concerns about what it means to be an actual 
"affordable unit"

ANONYMOUS 

likes densification but is concerned about 
proximity

ANONYMOUS 

If we are going to rethinking R1 
neighborhoods we need to really understand 
and know what that looks like?

ANONYMOUS 

doesn't want to see density in the smaller 
neighborhoods

ANONYMOUS 

how many apartments are vacant currently?

ANONYMOUS 

what are the particular impacts? what kind of 
neighborhood are we creating? quality

ANONYMOUS 

concerned about affordable housing in their 
neighborhood and surrounding area

ANONYMOUS 

Concerns about access to daylight, views; 
what is implemented versus what was 
discussed



※※※※※※

i prefer them to be small scale with the
allowable two story ads and jr adu

The answer for affordable housing isn't in the R-1 areas. Doesn't
pencil out for rental housing. ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS 

Preserve R-1, though really they are now R-3. 
Densification along corridors and R-4 ok

What is your vision for the City's
commercial corridors?

ANONYMOUS 

i would prefer that density stay on corridors 
not to block light or take up more green 
space in R

ANONYMOUS 

We need diverse commercial entities, that's 
what keeps us desirable

What is your vision for the City's
industrial areas?

ANONYMOUS 

nothing is off limits in regards to housing; 
would love to see this area developed

ANONYMOUS 

I think two great opportunity zones are the 
buildings along the creek on Jefferson 
between Overland and Rodeo Rd. , so much 
space there. I also think there is a lot of 
excessive parking space that could be 
converted in the industrial area around Bristol 
Pky

OK to put housing there as long as job opportunities aren't lost. The
region will always need manufacturing. ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS 

Good to have a diversity of use in our city

Anything else you would like to 
share or discuss about land use?

ANONYMOUS 

there is too much paving, there is the 
opportunity to recover land from the 
immense amounts of asphalt

ANONYMOUS 

multi use if it's safe

existing multifamily buildings give out too much space to parking.
given increased height limits builders put more parking
underground. better use of limited land. ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS 

doesn't think we should be taking away R1

ANONYMOUS 

what has been presented thus far "isn't 
terrible"

ANONYMOUS 

Concerned about access to daylight/blocking 
of sunlight

Why in the Concentrate Growth option isn't there consideration of
signi�cantly increasing high limits on aging existing multifamily

housing? That's an option that doesn't appear to be even considered
2/3rds of the RHNA goal could be met by adding just 5 units to

existing multifamily. ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS



CCGPU Land Use Alternatives Workshop - Group 4
This Padlet was used for feedback, questions, and comments during the breakout group discussions for the 
Culver City General Plan Update (CCGPU) Land Use Alternatives Workshop on April 29, 2021.

What are your general
impressions of the alternatives?

ANONYMOUS 

I agree with the poster who said the 
alternative are too rigid. Each neighborhood 
is unique and should be treated uniquely

ANONYMOUS 

Seems like all the alternatives were covered, 
but none specifically gave solutions to how 
we are going to fulfill our increase in housing 
requirements. None addressed how they 
would impact our infrastructure--specifically 
traffic.

ANONYMOUS 

I think that to the lay person it's difficult to 
understand/imagine the alternatives - I think 
there are grey areas between all of them and 
it may end up being a combination of 
approaches rather than one vs the other

ANONYMOUS 

seems like there could be more than the few offered. but I get the 
point of simplicity 

ANONYMOUS 

I think they are too rigid... there is much more 
nuance to these answers.

ballona creek on both sides should be studied more ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS 

The alternatives all look good, except for the 
first one (jam all the new housing into a 
couple giant towers and leave R1 
sacrosanct). That alternative looks terrible.

What is your vision for the City's
residential neighborhoods?

ANONYMOUS 

I'd like to maintain the small-town feel.

ANONYMOUS 

It really depends which neighborhood. Each 
are distinct with distinct character. Some can 
be densified others probably not so much.

ANONYMOUS 

I'd like to see more diversity and incremental 
infill of SFD's... and I say that as a single 
family homeowner... as long as the general 
character of the neighborhoods are 
maintained, I see no reason not to allow 
densification within reason

ANONYMOUS 

love to keep the look and feel the same. really 
like the idea of mixed use and really utilizing 
the Industrial and corridors for mixed use... 
seems to meet a lot of our cities goals



We simply need more density. We especially 
need more missing middle housing, and mid-
sized residential buildings, which will allow 
more affordable unit IZ construction than is 
currently available.

ANONYMOUS 

Walkable.
Sidewalks everywhere. 
Parks maximized to their full potential.

What is your vision for the City's
commercial corridors?

ANONYMOUS 

Underground parking will help with land use 
tremendously.

ANONYMOUS 

More density. More height
Height limit needs to be overturned. 

ANONYMOUS 

BIGGER AND MORE MIXED USE... we have 
underutilized corridors... its a travesty

ANONYMOUS 

Think we can really use the commercial corridors. These are 
exciting for use and see what can be done mixed use walkable with 
added underground parking etc. 

ANONYMOUS 

They'd look much like they currently do, 
though with more housing on upper floors.

ANONYMOUS 

Public transpo
Open outdoor space 
Walkable

What is your vision for the City's
industrial areas?

ANONYMOUS 

There is no demand for historic industrial use.  It about creative 
adaptation and use to tech/media.   

ANONYMOUS 

many industrial areas seem very spaced 
apart, esp. on Jefferson. The land is not well-
used. I'd like to see those areas rezoned for 
multi-use.

ANONYMOUS 

"industrial" is really now not the term... our 
industrial areas are creative campus areas -
they include industrial, and production, and 
office, and media, and R&D... its all 
interersting and works together... and frankly 
we should permit more live-work 
opportunities in the industrial areas

ANONYMOUS 

Basically the same as their current areas.

ANONYMOUS 

Add housing elements
Densify

ANONYMOUS 

mixed use everywhere
especially Hayden Tract 

really like heavy use of industrial areas... I like what was done in
Playa Del Rey and we could do something very similar

― ANONYMOUS

Anything else you would like to
share or discuss about land use?

ANONYMOUS 



※※※※※※

I would like concrete examples of how CC will 
meet the land use requirements, while 
maintaining our small-town feel. And how is 
this all going to affect crowding, congestion, 
pollution, and quality of life?

ANONYMOUS 

We simply have to build more housing to keep 
pace with job creation in Culver City. We've 
added 10,000 new jobs in the past 6 years, 
and only 200 homes constructed in that same 
time. That's unsustainable! It's an economic, 
social and ecological disaster.

ANONYMOUS 

No presentation on how to better use public 
lands for housing opportunities
Need to bring single family zoning laws to the same "level" as state 
mandated ADU code. 

ANONYMOUS 

mobility solutions now!!!

ANONYMOUS 



CCGPU Land Use Alternatives Workshop - Group 5
This Padlet was used for feedback, questions, and comments during the breakout group discussions for the 
Culver City General Plan Update (CCGPU) Land Use Alternatives Workshop on April 29, 2021.

What are your general
impressions of the alternatives?

ANONYMOUS 

More in favor of corridors based approach

What is your vision for the City's 
residential neighborhoods?

ANONYMOUS 

Preference to low income people of color for 
homeownership opportunities

ANONYMOUS 

only 13 units during current RHNA cycle are 
affordable. To meet RHNA goals we don't 
need to upzone.
Look at R1 - work with existing homeowners to build affordable 
units. Upzoning doesn't help existing homeowners, low-income 
homeowners.

ANONYMOUS 

830 vacant housing units in CC at any time

ANONYMOUS 

How can we ensure residential units are not 
empty?

ANONYMOUS 

There are huge units going up in R2 
neighborhoods

There is no R1 anymore due to state law

ANONYMOUS 

Incentivize ADUs

ANONYMOUS 

Change all R1 to R2

ANONYMOUS 

What are we doing to encourage people who 
live on an R2 lot to build a second unit

ANONYMOUS 

Concentrated in corridors
I would support more concentrated corridors

ANONYMOUS 

Affordability - how can a developer feasibly 
produce affordable housing?

ANONYMOUS 

Need to collect data to see how many people 
would build ADUs

ANONYMOUS 

Prefer concentrated growth on corridors, 
evolution of industrial and commercial areas

ANONYMOUS 

Affordable housing
Concern about developers coming in and �lling it with expensive 
housing

ANONYMOUS 



※※※※※※

ANONYMOUS 

For whom are we building units for?
When we build more, we are not taking care of housing insecure, 
most vulnerable.

What is your vision for the City's
commercial corridors?

ANONYMOUS 

Incentivize property owners to build housing 
on parking lots (Target site)

ANONYMOUS 

Allow some buildings to be strictly housing 
(not require commercial/retail uses), allow to 
contain more affordable housing.

ANONYMOUS 

City approved a hotel at Jefferson/Slauson. 
This sends a message to corporations to 
keep moving to Culver City and not having 
the housing for all of these people, not being 
held accountable.

Jefferson/Slauson ― ANONYMOUS

What is your vision for the City's
industrial areas?

ANONYMOUS 

Hayden Tract
Multi use, especially housing, should be encouraged so the in�ux
of new workers can live in our city 

Anything else you would like to
share or discuss about land use?

ANONYMOUS 

Need a forward-thinking plan, not reactionary

ANONYMOUS 

Workforce housing
How can we encourage large employers (Amazon) to create 
workforce housing within the city?

ANONYMOUS 

Landbanking

ANONYMOUS 

Car dealerships
Rezone CC Honda & Toyota to allow them to build �rst-�oor 
showrooms, underground parking, and multiple �oors of transit-
oriented housing

ANONYMOUS 

Think about housing near freeways - health 
impacts.



CCGPU Land Use Alternatives Workshop - Group 6
This Padlet was used for feedback, questions, and comments during the breakout group discussions for the 
Culver City General Plan Update (CCGPU) Land Use Alternatives Workshop on April 29, 2021.

What are your general
impressions of the alternatives?

ANONYMOUS 

would be good to quantify number of housing 
units increased per option/alternate.

ANONYMOUS 

There is opportunity for any direction we 
choose. No single option covers everything, 
so there will be a mix that will develop over 
time.

ANONYMOUS

The status quo is actually change.  The city will become 
unaffordable to most if we change nothing. 

ANONYMOUS 

more market rate housing needed
I would be in favor of alternative III, distributed densi cation. 
Alternative I does nothing to allow for more housing in the largest 
portion of our land.

ANONYMOUS 

The alternatives are clear-ish. But also vague 
as described, meaning they are not described

What is your vision for the City's
residential neighborhoods?

ANONYMOUS

diversity, walkability is pro, also in favor of alt 
3, if CC increase housing better than pushing 
affordable

ANONYMOUS

idea to split parcel is way more within reach, 
no options now. largest swath is reserved for 
R1 now. In favor of Alt 3

ANONYMOUS

disruptive to have res lots converted to 
accommodate new units, agree with allowing 
for more diversity

ANONYMOUS 

provides option to split/age in place, sell one 
lot

ANONYMOUS 

diff in price b/w tear down loewr price similar, 
lot of developer SFRs

ANONYMOUS 

benefit split: diversity of people who can 
move in
mcmansions now, certain buyer, if lot split 3 families and same 
scale

ANONYMOUS

adding 4 you're taking away neighborhood 
character, downside alt 2 city looking same 
everywhere
takes away some choice



ANONYMOUS 

adu has size limitations which regulate use

ANONYMOUS 

downside-developer driven instead of 
resident

ANONYMOUS 

ownership not issue, could be owner or renter

ANONYMOUS 

alt 2 intrease housing, down get rid of r1. 
clearly benefit but downside.

ANONYMOUS 

in line with what Martin was presenting: 
diverse, environmentally sensitive, trees, 
walkable, local.

ANONYMOUS 

safe, green, equitable
a place open to everyone to live work and play here with ample 
housing and ability to walk, bike, scoot, and take transit easily.

ANONYMOUS 

I would like to see a mix of all residential 
styles. I believe the diversity ranging fron R1 
to larger developments is necessary for a 
nealthy community and growth.

ANONYMOUS 

Safe for EVERYONE to walk, bike, scoot, skateboard, roll, drive. 

People choose neighborhoods on personal 
choice. Some people move to higher density 
because they want that type of scenario. 
Others choose lower-density because they 
want that type of scenario. I believe that our 
residential neighborhoods should look like 
residential neighborhoods, and not the mess 
that is many parts of Santa Monica. We are so 
packed here in landlocked Culver City. We 
need to breathe.

ANONYMOUS 

more
More people, more families, more kids, more types of buildings, 
more connection

ANONYMOUS

Greater density! Affordable housing is very important to me, and if 
we make our residential neighborhoods more dense, this would be 
an important step towards equity and diversity.

15 minute city: able to meet most needs without driving. Grocery,
dining, enteratinmanet ― ANONYMOUS

What is your vision for the City's
commercial corridors?

ANONYMOUS

would love to say no comm corridors, all 
mixed use
people in SFD have to drive now.

ANONYMOUS 

more around metro, higher
more dense and a lot of residential MU for workforce

ANONYMOUS 

opp for bigger bldgs/density
retain diversity housing/pop 
m/u

ANONYMOUS 

seniors accessibility, not all are wealthy, more 
housing gives access with less access.

ANONYMOUS



※※※※※※

ANONYMOUS 

there shouldn't be exclusively commercial 
cooridors
housing should not be banned near of ces or commercial spaces. 
we should be building housing on top of existing commercial 
buildings especially downtown

ANONYMOUS 

dispersed is good. having neighborhood/local 
hangouts without having to get in your car

ANONYMOUS 

We should encourage variety but not giant 
buildings that look like carrier ships.

ANONYMOUS 

Commercial corridors need to be incorporated 
into the whole city better. Everyone deserves 
to have restaurants and places to walk and 
bike to by clean, safe pathways.

ANONYMOUS

A good location for the larger developments 
and mixed use.

ANONYMOUS

mixed use
live, work, dine options

ANONYMOUS

It would be wrong to stick all the new housing in the city's most 
polluted places.  Instead, commercial corridors should support 
transit and should be supported by more residents on all streets up 
to a quarter mile away

What is your vision for the City's
industrial areas?

ANONYMOUS

turn into mix of comm/res

ANONYMOUS 

Change some industrial to residential. 
Chicago has GREAT examples of this.

ANONYMOUS 

mixed use developments make sense

ANONYMOUS 

International Building Exhibition !!!

ANONYMOUS

do we have industrial areas?!

ANONYMOUS 

Industrial?
they all seem to be creative of ce space now.  would like to see 
more residential options and dining near light industrial 

ANONYMOUS 

No specific vision.

Anything else you would like to
share or discuss about land use?

ANONYMOUS 

incremental densification
it's good 

ANONYMOUS 

land use and transportation are intrinsically 
linked
densi cation must come with improvements in transit and cycling 
infrastructure or else traf c will become untenable



CCGPU Land Use Alternatives Workshop - Group 7
This Padlet was used for feedback, questions, and comments during the breakout group discussions for the 
Culver City General Plan Update (CCGPU) Land Use Alternatives Workshop on April 29, 2021.

What are your general
impressions of the alternatives?

ANONYMOUS 

I think we need to allow changes so i feel most for 3. I miss a 
diversions within the different zones.

We need to help residents understand the reasons the state requires
the RHNA goals, and our bene�ts to compliance ― ANONYMOUS

What is your vision for the City's
residential neighborhoods?

ANONYMOUS 

Nowhere to live in CC. Moved to CC to create walkable, transit 
friendly city. Can't afford to buy a house, would like to raise a 
family, meet new neighbors, hard to hear that long-term 
homeowners oppose renters

ANONYMOUS 

Incremental densification
Against allowing 6 plexes

challenge is that ADUs and JADUs are legally allowed by state
mandate. Change doesn't need to be bad, the net change is what's

important to focus on ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS 

Green denser neighborhood, less private garden space has to go 
together with park-streets

ANONYMOUS

I would love to see a Culver City where there 
doesn't need to be such a bright line between 
residential and non-residential.

ANONYMOUS

Diversity in housing types to allow for 
diversity in income level of residents so that 
our schools do not become homogenous (has 
already begun and had a major impact on 
federal funding).

Communities are people not structures ― ANONYMOUS

What is your vision for the City's
commercial corridors?

ANONYMOUS

Current commercial corridors is spoiled space

ANONYMOUS 

I would love to have commercial corridors be 
safer for me to walk around and to bike to. 
Not having to worry about parking or being hit 
by a car would make walking to shops and 
restaurants both more appealing and 
something I would do more often.

What is your vision for the City's
industrial areas?

ANONYMOUS

Housing in Hayden tract. Having more housing in industrial areas 
can help with traf�c safety

ANONYMOUS

These provide a great opportunity to add housing. Particularly 
would like the Balonna creekside to have communities of people 
living rather than only business 



※※※※※※

ANONYMOUS

HOW ABOUT BUYING OUT THEIR FOR SALE 
PROPERTIES AND CREATE LAND TRUSTS 
FOR TRULY AFFORDABLE & RENT TO OWN

ALSO DO SO FOR COMMERCIAL ― ANONYMOUS

Anything else you would like to
share or discuss about land use?

ANONYMOUS 

with the unique pressure of a huge demand jump for housing that 
is going to have exponential impact, how can long term residents 
age in place and participate in the cities growth 

ANONYMOUS 

I new all my neighbors living on the 4th �oor in a small street. I 
think together talking about what changes you can imagine or 
�nding groups with whom you would like to develop

ANONYMOUS 

Neighborhood character
What does neighborhood character mean for Culver City?

Neighborhood feel is when know neighbors, help each other out
― ANONYMOUS

Fear that renters will not have the same commitment of caring for
the neighborhoods. wants CC to stay the way it is ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS 

Concerned about densifying at the expense of climate 
sustainability goals. Wants to study mental health impacts of 
densifying

ANONYMOUS 

Start with housing numbers �rst and setting corresponding 
alternatives



ra.padlet.org/CCGPU/LUW2_1

CCGPU Land Use Alternatives Workshop #2 - Group 1
Use this Padlet to share your feedback, questions, and comments during the breakout group discussions for
the Culver City General Plan Update (CCGPU) Land Use Alternatives Workshop on May 5, 2021.

RAIMI + ASSOCIATES MAY 05, 2021 05:31PM

What are your general
impressions of the alternatives?

What is your vision for the City's
residential neighborhoods?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:38AM

Anthony Sunkist Park, school shut down and
there weren't enough kids to run it. natural
process, things died down, people started
buying up the properties. Ebb and flow.

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:25AM

Already have developemnt that can happen
along corridors, but owners opting not to in
some cases.so no need to change zoning.
need to be patient. infrastructure has
limitations, streets, go back and see what's
reasonable flow with current flow. see what it
would be like at full buildout

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:23AM

Concern: We have tremendous density on
borders

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:22AM

sepulveda corridor is opp for housing, more
to be done w/ lots. some large lots on S
sepulveda, still empty houses in res
neighborhoods

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:21AM

some don't like mcmansions that cover entire
footprint of lots, more reg now, but still
seeing it. if we're going to look at what's being
built, can we look at regs. incentivize things
so developers don't do as they please.

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:19AM

Low density designated areas, may not have
used lot as efficiently, but avg person won't
know how. state has pushed all low density
into sale b/c state has required so many reqs.
no longer affordable.

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:17AM

units will always be more than the law
permits as not everyone will get permits, so
we'll already see more density

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:14AM

Guidelines/enforcement of rules needs to be
detailed

People who want SFR should be kept for people who want that
lifestyle ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:10AM

sfr infill started doing it already w/ ADUs

Getting used to ADUs was comfortable to get used to. Was done well
b/c it didn't end the feel of SFR. Already done in�ll with ADus.

― ANONYMOUS

May be possible if "full" units had same feel as ADUs ― ANONYMOUS

Mansionization came before that ― ANONYMOUS

Uncomfortable with more people, more dense, with less parking
― ANONYMOUS

https://ra.padlet.org/CCGPU/LUW2_1
https://ra.padlet.org/CCGPU


※※※※※※

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:08AM

green space let's keep it in infill - it's key

What is your vision for the City's
commercial corridors?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:32AM

Studio Village, Jefferson and Sepulveda. The
property with Target.Public Domain.Well, a
school. The Culver City Schools are small and
unable to absorb a large influx of students
without being affected negatively. A new
elementary school may need to be built.

arent the MS and HS also crowded? ― ANONYMOUS

We have lived in Culver City for 40 years. We have seen the
transition to where there are children in nearly 80% of the houses

around us. Culver City is vibrant and thriving, with wonderful
families. ― ANONYMOUS

All of the schools are inside and very private, people don't even know
there are these residential neighborhoods. ― ANONYMOUS

A lot of congestion to all of the elementary schools. ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:31AM

Intentional to have open land of suburbia in
open areas, it was designed to slow your life
down. limitations to add to opp sites due to
infrastructure. ok with densifying to
limitation. infrastructure like parking and
congestion, parking enforcement and
permits.

mobility would help? no because of geography of CC, traf�c is LA,
all around us. makes it safer but you won't stop all traf�c.

What is your vision for the City's
industrial areas?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:44AM

Feel back for owners who own industrial and
don't have other options, in favor of other
uses.
Turn warehouses into indoor soccer, private uses, MUs, yes.  

Anything else you would like to
share or discuss about land use?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:35AM

Nice to have different options of low to high,
mixed use but good for people to be able to
choose

Dev is already happening with bit techs coming in ― ANONYMOUS
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Use this Padlet to share your feedback, questions, and comments during the breakout group discussions for
the Culver City General Plan Update (CCGPU) Land Use Alternatives Workshop on May 5, 2021.

RAIMI + ASSOCIATES MAY 05, 2021 05:35PM

What are your general
impressions of the alternatives?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:12AM

The devil is in the details. How will "growth" lots be determined in
SFR neighborhoods?

How do the alternatives actually pencil out economically. What can
a developer actually afford to build on an R4 and would it be

anywhere close to affordable or work force housing>? ― ANONYMOUS

Calculated how long it would take for an ADU to payoff and the
�nances don't pencil out ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:10AM

The alternatives are very general and I don't know how to make
sense of it because the neighborhoods are so different across the
city 

I feel like we are being force fed alternatives. This is like being given
a choice of A, B, C and none of them are good choices. ― ANONYMOUS

Neighborhoods show diverse residential units 4-plexes, large homes
in Culver Crest. Unclear how to make plans when each place is so

different ― ANONYMOUS

Each neighborhood should understand what's going on. Lives in SF
residential and still sees diversity. Wants to make sure GPU

addresses parking issues, concerns about too much traf�c might
destroy neighborhoods ― ANONYMOUS

Wants to plan more regionally ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:50AM

Need to be careful about making decisions for the future we don't
want if we think it's the future we need and instead, we
unintentionally create that future for ourselves

COVID is an example of an event that's created a lot of uncertainty.
It changed our way of life, yet things are reverting slowly back to

how they were before. Don't want to make the wrong decision now
when so much is in �ux ― ANONYMOUS

What is your vision for the City's
residential neighborhoods?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:41AM

Need to understand relationship between high prices and
constrained supply. Constraints will increase as more employees
move to city. Prices will rise unless we increase supply. Need to
look at supply if concerned about affordability

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:39AM

Concerned that employers won't stick around for the long-run and
we'll increase density, that won't increase affordable housing, and
we'll have a different jobs/housing imbalance

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:32AM

Concerned as an Architect, resident of Culver City allowing 3-
story, 6-unit condominium buildings in SFR (e.g., neighbors
looking into your home). Curious about the motives behind
densi�cation (state or community-driven?). How does low-income
housing �t into Culver City's future? Worried we're planning too
much/moving to fast

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:14AM

There might be more of a hierarchy in street designations where
low and medium density mixed use might be zoned. This would
reduce the use of automobiles for daily needs, reducing the
dreaded congestion and ensuring that densi�cation in general and
parking reduction speci�cally doesn't engender such immediate
hostility. 

However, 60,000 people drive into or through CC every day. It's not
all residents! ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:12AM

https://ra.padlet.org/CCGPU/LUW2_2
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※※※※※※

the variety of housing, including single family
and smaller duplexes and small apartments
are so much in the character of Culver City. I
worry that espeically the old 4 plexes in
Downtown will be torn down and replaced by
expensive units, making them no longer
affordable.

We should be of no obligation to choose how to change what we
moved here for in the �rst place. ― ANONYMOUS

What is your vision for the City's
commercial corridors?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:44AM

We're an island, but we're not alone. Need to ensure that if
increasing density along corridors, need to have mixed use

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:43AM

Would like to see larger scale mixed use in commercial corridors
compared to mixed use scale in residential neighborhoods.
Consider height of mixed use proportionate to density

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:09AM

mixed use
commercial below and residential above ensures that the corridors
don't shut down when the working day ends

Al cities need a balance of residential and commercial activities. We
have that balance now and should leave it alone. ― ANONYMOUS

What is your vision for the City's
industrial areas?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:17AM

We should look at all of our residential and commercial and
industrial areas as appropriate.  Industry is not really appropriate
for mixed use in city areas.  Industry in the inner city areas need
to be phased out naturally.  Commercial and residential are an
integral part of city life. 

Anything else you would like to
share or discuss about land use?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:34AM

concern about infrastructure not being adequate to support
growth we're planning for

Also concerned about accommodating schools for the kind of people
we're trying to attract. Would support affordable housing if we

understood what effects it has on other aspects of the community
― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:22AM

densification
As city becomes denser, autodependence will likely decrease. With
less traf�c, can improve safety for residents. Would like to see
nuance in alternatives so there's a hierarchy in neighborhoods.
Allow commercial uses in neighborhoods will increase vibrancy. In
the Arts District neighborhood, Washington Blvd is major
commercial corridor with little mixed use. In Helms, many
properties zoned RMD. Would like to see mixed use permitted in
Helms. That way, those living in the Arts District can walk to
Helms, accommodate neighborhood market, small gyms

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:19AM

Survey and presentation design
Concern that the survey and presentation don't explain things well
(e.g., impacts on neighborhoods, repercussions)

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:11AM

Cities we enjoy
It would be useful if we all could envision cities that we enjoy and
then to ask what kinds of density patterns and development
patterns they all share. My guess is that higher density cities with
reduced auto-centricity will tend to be the ones we all enjoy. The
question is then which tools we should use to get closer to that
model.
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What are your general
impressions of the alternatives?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:16AM

will it really provide lo income housing?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:14AM

and many of neighbors want to maintain the
single family areas of culver city. While smart
development of the commercial corridors and
industrial areas makes sense, we do not want
to lose the community feel and family driven
nature of culver city. we worry about too
much too fast

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:14AM

R1 single family zoning needs to be
maintained. Only alternative that I could
potentially support is Alternative #1.
Very concerned about push for high density population and the
resultant burden on infrastructure, environment, health, safety. 

I and many of neighbors want to maintain the single family areas of
culver city. While smart development of the commercial corridors

and industrial areas makes sense, we do not want to lose the
community feel and family driven nature of culver city. we worry

about too much too fast ― ANONYMOUS

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:12AM

lacking alternatives, need a forth that keeps
R1 intact and allows more "infill" in other
zoning areas

What is your vision for the City's
residential neighborhoods?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:18AM

preservation of R1

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:15AM

keep single family

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:15AM

R1 single family zoning needs to be
maintained. Maintain safety, serenity, open
space

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:13AM

maintain R1 as this is what most people want,
living in less density

I feel the city already has lots of other options, multi housing, condos,
etc. ― ANONYMOUS

I live in the Culver West area, I'm being surrounded by big
developments. We need to keep R1. The noise levels are high and it is

congested. ― ANONYMOUS

What is your vision for the City's
commercial corridors?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:44AM

City should buy the Paradise hotel area

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:20AM

find other options first, before changing R1

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:16AM

https://ra.padlet.org/CCGPU/LUW2_4
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※※※※※※

Very concerned about beefing up populations
in corridors and their effect on road
congestion and ability to traverse city.

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:15AM

mixed use similar to ivy station, platform and
culver steps

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:13AM

mixed use though I don't really care

I think certain commercial areas should be rezoned to mixed use.
― ANONYMOUS

What is your vision for the City's
industrial areas?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:16AM

More possibilities here for discrete
population density increase.

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:16AM

i could see using these areas to do mixed
use--especially the industrial areas along
ballona creek. but i don't want to overdevelop

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:14AM

this is a small city BTW - mixed use

Anything else you would like to
share or discuss about land use?

ANONYMOUS MAY 06, 2021 03:14AM

why there is not an option that maintains R1
but allows for other types in other zones
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